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Abstract
In this paper we prove some fixed point theorems of the Banach and
Krasnosel’skii type for mappings on the m-tuple Cartesian product of a
Banach algebra X over R. Using these theorems existence results for a
system of integral equations of the Gripenberg’s type are proved. A suffi-
cient condition for the nonexistence of blowing-up solutions of this system
of integral equations is also proved.
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where k > 0 is a constant, p(t), f(t), A(t), a(t) are continuous functions. This
equation arises in the study of the spread of an infectious disease that does

















is studied. An existence result for this equation is proved there. Its proof is
based on an application of the Banach fixed point theorem, where a method
of calculation of the constant of contractivity of the corresponding operator
defined by the right hand side of (2) is presented. I. M. Olaru [9, 10] proved




Ai(x)(t), t ∈ [a, b], (3)
where
Ai(x)(t) = gi(t) +
∫ t
a
Ki(t, s, x(s)) ds, t ∈ [a, b] (4)
proved via a weakly Picard operator technique and a technique suggested by E.
Brestovanská [5].
In Section 3 we prove an existence theorem for a system of integral equations
of the form
xi(t) = λfi(x) + μ
ni∏
j=1
Aij(x)(t), i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, (5)
where n1, n2, . . . , nm,m are integers, λ, μ ∈ R are parameters and the nonlinear
operators Aij(x), fi(x) will be specified later. This existence result is proved by
an application of a fixed point theorem for mappings on Banach algebras which
will be formulated and proved in the next section. We also prove a theorem on
the nonexistence of blowing-up solutions of the system (5) in a finite t = τ .
1 Fixed point theorem of the Banach type for operators
on the m-tuple Cartesian product of a Banach algebra
We shall prove the following fixed point theorem for mappings on the m-tuple
Cartesian product of a Banach algebra X over R which enables us to prove
an existence result for a system of integral equations defined in Section 3. We
recall that the Banach algebra X is a Banach space over R, where an additional
multiplication ab is defined such that ab ∈ X for all a, b ∈ X and moreover for
all a, b, c ∈ X, α ∈ R the following holds: (ab)c = a(bc), a(b + c) = ab + ac,
(b + c)a = ba + bc, α(ab) = (αa)b = a(αb), ‖ab‖ ≤ ‖a‖‖b‖. In addition, we
postulate that there exists an element e ∈ X such that ae = ea for all a ∈ X
and ‖e‖ = 1 (see e.g. [11]).
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Theorem 1 Let X be a Banach algebra with the multiplication ab, a, b ∈ X
and the norm |a|X . Let Xm be the m-tuple Cartesian product of X with
the multiplication u  v = (u1v1, u2v2, . . . , umvm) for u = (u1, u2, . . . , um),
v = (v1, v2, . . . , vm) ∈ Xm and the norm ‖u‖ = max{|u1|X , |u2|X , . . . , |um|X}.
Let F : Xm → Xm, x → (F1(x), F2(x), . . . , Fm(x)), f : Xm → Xm, x →




Fij(x), i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m},
ni is an integer, Fij : Xm → X are mappings with the following properties:
(1) There is a constant K > 0 such that
|Fij(x)|X ≤ K
for each (i, j) ∈ κ := {(l, k) : k = 1, 2, . . . , nl, l = 1, 2, . . . ,m}, x ∈ Xm;
(2) For each (i, j) ∈ κ there exist constants Lij > 0 such that
|Fij(x)− Fij(y)|X ≤ Lij‖x− y‖
for all x, y ∈ Xm;
(3) There exists a constant ω > 0 such that
‖f(x)− f(y)‖ ≤ ω‖x− y‖
for all x, y ∈ Xm;
(4) |λ|ω + |μ|k < 1, where
k := max{Kni−1(Li1 + Li2 + . . . Lini) : i = 1, 2, . . . ,m}.
Then the mapping H := λf+μF has a unique fixed point u∗ = (u∗1, u
∗
2, . . . , u
∗
m) ∈
Xm, i.e. the system








∗), . . . , u∗m





has a unique solution u∗. Moreover, for any u0 ∈ Xm the sequence {uk}∞k=0
with uk+1 = (λf + μF )(uk) converges to u∗.
Proof Let i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}, x, y ∈ Xm. Then
|Fi(x)− Fi(y)|X ≤ |Fi1(x)Fi2(x) . . . Fini(x)− Fi1(y)Fi2(y) . . . Fini(y)|X
+ |Fi1(x)Fi2(x) . . . Fini(x)− Fi1(y)Fi2(x)Fi3(x) . . . Fini(x)|X
+|Fi1(y)Fi2(x)Fi3(x) . . . Fini(x)− Fi1(y)Fi2(y)Fi3(x) . . . Fini(x)|X
+· · ·+|Fi1(y)Fi2(y)Fi3(y) . . . Fini−1(y)Fini(x)−Fi1(y)Fi2(y)Fi3(y) . . . Fini(y)|X
≤ Li1Kni−1‖x−y‖+. . . LiniKni−1‖x−y‖ = Kni−1(Li1+Li2+· · ·+Lini)‖x−y‖.
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This yields
‖F (x)− F (y)‖ = max{|Fi(x)− Fi(y)|X : i = 1, 2, . . . ,m} ≤ k‖x− y‖.
If H := λf + μF then ‖H(x) −H(y)‖ ≤ (λω + μk)‖x − y‖ for all x, y ∈ Xm.
By the assumption (4) |λ|ω + |μ|k < 1 and thus the assertion of the theorem
follows from the Banach fixed point theorem. 
Remark 1 This fixed point theorem can be applied e.g. in the case if X is the
set of real numbers with norm given by absolute value, or the set of all real
or complex n × n-matrices with a sub-multiplicative norm, or Rn, or Cn both
with the norm ‖x‖n = max{|x1|, |x2|, . . . , |xn|}, x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) and the
multiplication defined as
(x1, x2, . . . , xn)(y1, y2, . . . , yn) = (x1y2, x2y2, . . . , xnyn).
We shall apply Theorem 1 to the case of a system of equations on m-tuple
Xm of the Banach algebra X = C[a, b] of all continuous real-valued functions
on a compact interval I = [a, b] with the norm |f |C = maxt∈I |f(t)|. Then
the norm on the Banach algebra Xm is ‖g‖C,m := max{|g1|C , |g2|C , . . . , |gm|C},
g = (g1, g2, . . . , gm) ∈ Xm.
2 Fixed point theorem of the Krasnosel’skii type for op-
erators on the m-tuple Cartesian product of a Banach
algebra
In this short section we formulate a fixed point theorem of Krasnosel’skii type
using the property of the mapping F from Theorem 1.
First let us recall the Krasnosel’skii fixed point theorem (see e.g. [8]).
Theorem 2 Let M be a nonempty closed convex subset of a Banach space X
and A, B be two mappings from M to X such that
(a) A is compact and continuous;
(b) B is a contraction;
(c) A(x) +B(y) ∈ M for all x, y ∈ M .
Then the mapping A+B has at least one fixed point in M .
Theorem 3 Let X be a Banach algebra with the multiplication ab, a, b ∈ X
and the norm |a|X . Let Xm be the m-tuple Cartesian product of X with the
multiplication u  v = (u1v1, u2v2, . . . , umvm) for u = (u1, u2, . . . , um), v =
(v1, v2, . . . , vm) ∈ Xm and the norm ‖u‖ = max{|u1|X , |u2|X , . . . , |um|X} and
K ⊂ Xm is a nonempty closed convex subset of the Banach space Xm. Let
F : Xm → Xm, x → (F1(x), F2(x), . . . , Fm(x))
be a mapping satisfying the conditions (1), (2) from Theorem 1 with k < 1,
where the number k is defined in the condition (4) of this theorem. Let
G : Xm → Xm, x → (G1(x), G2(x), . . . , Gm(x))
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be a mapping satisfying the conditions
(a) G is compact and continuous;
(b) F (x) +G(y) ∈ K for all x, y ∈ K.
Then the mapping F +G has a fixed point in K.
Since the number k < 1 is the constant of the contractivity of the mapping
F , the conditions (a), (b) implies that the assumptions of the Krasnosel’skii
theorem with A = G,B = F are satisfied.
In the next section we prove some existence results for systems of of integral
equations which are nonlinear perturbation of systems of integral equations of
the Gripenberg’s type.
3 Existence results for a system of integral equations
which is a perturbation of a system of the Gripenberg’s
type















Rij(t, s, x(s)) ds
)
, (7)
t ∈ I = [a, b], i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, x = (x1, x2, . . . , xm), λ, μ ∈ R, ni, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m,
are integers, gij(t) are continuous functions defined on a compact interval I =
[a, b] ⊂ R, ηi(t, x) are continuous functions on I×Rm and Hi, Rij : I×I×Rm →
R are continuous functions.
The system (7) is a generalization of the Gripenberg equation (1), the equa-
tion (2) studied by the author in [5] and also the equation (3) studied by I. M.
Olaru in [9, 10].
A special system of the form (7) can be obtained from the following integro-
differential system





Ri(t, s, x(s)) ds
)
yi2(t) . . . yim(t)
ẏi1(t) = fi1(t, x(t)), . . . , ẏim(t) = fim(t, x(t))
yi1(a) = y
0
i1, yi2(a) = y
0
i2, . . . , yim(a) = y
0
im,
i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, x = (x1, x2, . . . , xm), t ∈ I = [a, b]. This system can be written






















, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m.
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We can write the system (7) as the following equation on the Banach algebra
Xm with X = C[a, b]:
x = λG(x) + μF (x), x ∈ Xm, (8)
where G : Xm → Xm, G = (G1, G2, . . . , Gm),
Gi(x)(t) := ci +
∫ t
a
Hi(t, s, x(s)) ds, t ∈ I,








Rij(t, s, x(s)) ds
)
, t ∈ I = [a, b], i = 1, 2, . . . ,m.
By a solution of the system (7) on the interval I we mean a continuous map-
ping x = (x1, x2, . . . , xm) : I → R such that x(t) = (x1(t) . . . , xm(t)) satisfies
the equation (7) for each t ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}.
Theorem 4 Let m and ni, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m be integers,
κ = {(l, k) : k = 1, 2, . . . , nl, l = 1, 2, . . . ,m},
gij(t), (i, j) ∈ κ be continuous functions defined on a compact interval I = [a, b]
and ci ∈ R, Hi, Rij , fi : I × I × Rm → R, (i, j) ∈ κ be continuous functions
satisfying the following conditions:
(1) There are positive continuous functions Kij(t, s) on I × I such that
|Rij(t, s, u)| ≤ Kij(t, s) (9)
for all (i, j) ∈ κ, (t, s) ∈ I × I, u ∈ Rm.
(2) There are positive continuous functions lij(t, s), (i, j) ∈ κ on I × I such
that
|Rij(t, s, u)−Rij(t, s, v)| ≤ lij(t, s)‖u− v‖m (10)
for all (i, j) ∈ κ, (t, s) ∈ I × I, u, v ∈ Rm.
(3) There exist continuous nonnegative functions hi : I×I → R, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m
such that
|Hi(t, s, u)−Hi(t, s, v)| ≤ hi(t, s)‖u− v‖m,
(t, s) ∈ I × I, u, v ∈ Rm, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m. (11)
Then there exist numbers d1 > 0, d2 > 0 such that for all λ, μ ∈ R with |λ| ≤ d1,
|μ| ≤ d2 the equation (8) has a unique solution in the Banach algebra Xm.
Proof We will apply Theorem 1. Let X = C[a, b] with the norm |x|C , Xm
with the norm ‖g‖Cm = max{|g1|C , |g2|C , . . . , |gm|C},
g = (g1, g2, . . . , gm) ∈ Xm, F = (F1, F2, . . . , Fm) : Xm → Xm,





Fij(x), i = 1, 2, . . . ,m,
Fij(x)(t) = gij(t) +
∫ t
a
Rij(t, s, x(s)) ds, x ∈ Xm, (i, j) ∈ κ, t ∈ I.
The existence of a solution of the system (7) is equivalent to the existence of a
fixed point of the mapping H = λG+ μF , where
G(x)(t) := (G1(x)(t), G2(x)(t), . . . , Gm(x)(t)),
Gi(x)(t) = ci +
∫ t
a
Hi(t, s, x(s)) ds, t ∈ I, x ∈ Xm.
From the property (1) we have
|Fij(x)|C = max
t∈I
|Fij(x)(t)| ≤ K := A+K0, (12)




Kij(t, s) ds : t ∈ I, (i, j) ∈ κ
}
,




lij(t, s) ds : t ∈ I, (i, j) ∈ κ
}
.
If x, y ∈ Xm then the property (2) yields












lij(t, s)‖x(s)− y(s)‖mds ≤ Lij‖x− y‖Cm .
Therefore ‖F (x)− F (y)‖Cm ≤ k‖x− y‖Cm for all x, y ∈ Xm, where
k = max{Kmi−1 (Li1 + Li2 + · · ·+ Lini) : i = 1, 2, . . . ,m}, (13)













hi(t, s)‖x(s)− y(s)‖m ds ≤ ωi‖x− y‖Cm ,









‖G(x)−G(y)‖Cm ≤ ω‖x− y‖Cm ,
where ω = max{ωi : i = 1, 2, . . . ,m}.
If we take d1 > 0, d2 > 0 such that d1ω + d2k < 1, and H := λG + μF ,
then ‖λH(x) − H(y)‖Cm ≤ (d1ω + d2k)‖x − y‖Cm for all x, y ∈ Xm. The
assertion of Theorem 4 follows from the Banach fixed point theorem. The proof
is completed. 
The following theorem is a direct consequence of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2.
Theorem 5 Let the assumptions of Theorem 1 be satisfied, M ⊂ Xm be a
nonempty closed convex subset and G : M → Xm, X = C[a, b] and let the
following conditions are satisfied:
(a) G : M → Xm is a compact and continuous mapping;
(b) F : M → Xm be the mapping from Theorem 1 with k < 1;
(c) F (x) +G(y) ∈ M for all x, y ∈ M .
Then the mapping F +G has at least one fixed point in M .
We will apply this theorem to the following system of integral equations.
xi(t) = λGi(x)(t) + μFi(x)(t), i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, x = (x1, x2, . . . , xm), (14)
where λ, μ ∈ R are parameters,





Fij(x), i = 1, 2, . . . ,m,
Fij(x)(t) = gij(t) +
∫ t
a
Rij(t, s, x(s)) ds, x ∈ Xm, (i, j) ∈ κ, t ∈ I.




H(t, s, x(s)) ds, t ∈ [a, b],
where H = (H1, H2, . . . , Hm) : I × I × Rm → Rm, I = [a, b]. We can write this
system as the following equation on the Banach algebra Xm, where X = C[0, b].
x(t) = λG(x)(t) + μF (x)(t). (15)
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Theorem 6 Assume the following hypotheses:




Fij(x), i = 1, 2, . . . ,m,
Fij(x)(t) = gij(t) +
∫ t
a
Rij(t, s, x(s)) ds, x ∈ Xm, (i, j) ∈ κ, t ∈ I
and let the conditions (1), (2) of Theorem 4 be satisfied;
(2) The mapping H = (H1, H2, . . . , Hm) : I × I × Rm → Rm is continuous;
(3) Let the positive numbers c1, c2, r be given such that c2k < 1, where k is
defined in the condition (4) of Theorem 1 (see (13)), and c1M(b−a)+c2K ≤ r,
where the number K is defined in the proof of Theorem 4 (see (12)) and
M := max{‖H(t, s, u)‖m : (t, s, u) ∈ Qr},
Qr := {(t, s, u) ∈ I × I × Rm : ‖u‖m ≤ r}.
Then for any λ, μ ∈ R with |λ| ≤ c1, |μ| ≤ c2 the mapping λG(x) + μF (x)
has at least one fixed point in BCm(0, r) := {v ∈ Xm : ‖v‖Cm ≤ r}, i.e. the
system (14) has at least one solution.
Proof Denote B = BCm(0, r) the closed ball in Xm with the center at the
origin and the radius r. Define the operator
Pλ,μ : B → Xm, Pλ,μ(x) = λG(x) + μF (x), x ∈ B.
Let x ∈ B, t ∈ I, Pλ,μ = (P1, P2, . . . , Pm), i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}. Then
|Pi(x)(t)| ≤ |λ||Gi(x)(t)|+ |μ||Fi(x)(t)|
≤ |λ|M(b− a) + |μ|K ≤ c1M(b− a) + c2K ≤ r
for all λ, μ with |λ| ≤ c2, |μ| ≤ c2 and all t ∈ I. This means that Pλ,μ(B) ⊂ B for
all λ, μ with |λ| ≤ c2, |μ| ≤ c2. Therefore the operator Pλ,μ(x) = λG(x)+μF (x)
satisfies the condition (3) of the Krasnosel’skii theorem for all such values of the
parameters λ, μ. From [11] (see pages 40, 41) it follows that the integral operator
λG is compact and continuous. Since k is the Lipschitz constant of the mapping
F the assumption c2k < 1 implies that the operator μF is contractive for all μ
with |μ| ≤ c2. Thus we have proved that also the conditions (1) and (2) of the
Krasnosl’skii theorem are fulfilled and therefore the mapping λF + μG has at
least one fixed point in B. 
4 On the nonexistence of blowing-up solutions
We have proved the existence theorem for the system (7) on a compact interval
[a, b]. Now let us study the system (7) on the interval [a,∞). We shall prove
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a result on the nonexistence of blowing-up solutions for this system, where by
a blowing-up solution of (7) we mean a solution x(t) for which there is a point
τ > a such that it exists on the interval [a, τ ) and limt→τ−‖x(t)‖m = ∞. The
following lemma can be found in [4].
Theorem 7 Let m and ni, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m be integers,
κ = {(l, k) : k = 1, 2, . . . , nl, l = 1, 2, . . . ,m},
gij(t), (i, j) ∈ κ, be continuous functions defined on the interval Ia = [a,∞),
Hi(t, s, u), i = 1, 2, . . . ,m are continuous functions on the set Ia×Ia×Rm → Rm
and Rij : Ia × Ia × Rm → R, (i, j) ∈ κ be continuous functions satisfying the
following conditions:
(1) For each (i, j) ∈ κ there exists a continuous, positive and nondecreasing
function γij(u), u ≥ 0 and a continuous positive function rij(t, s) on Ia × Ia
that
|Rij(t, s, u)| ≤ rij(t, s)γij(‖u‖m)
for all (t, s) ∈ Ia × Ia, u ∈ Rm.
(2) There exist continuous positive functions hi : Ia×Ia → R, i = i, 2, . . . ,m
and a continuous nondecreasing positive function ω : [0,∞) → R such that
|Hi(t, s, u)| ≤ hi(t, s)ω(‖u‖m), (t, s, u) ∈ Ia × Ia × R.
(3) Let
γ(u) = max{γij(u) : (i, j) ∈ κ}, u ≥ 0,
H(u) = max{γ(u)n1 , γ(u)n2 , . . . , γ(u)nm}, Ψ(w) = ω(w) +H(w), w ≥ 0




= ∞, u0 > 0.
Then the system (7) does not have a blowing-up solution.
Proof Let x(t) = (x1(t), x2(t), . . . , xm(t)) be a solution of the system (7),
continuous on the interval [a, τ ), a < τ < ∞ with limt→τ− ‖x(t)‖m = ∞. Using
the property (1)–(3) we can estimate |xi(t)| as follows:
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where Mτ = |λ|max{|c1|, |c2|, . . . , |cm|},
Nτ = |λ|(τ − a)max{hi(t, s) : t ∈ [a, τ ], i = 1, 2, . . . ,m},
Kτ = max{|gij(t)| : (i, j) ∈ κ, t ∈ [a, τ ]},
Lτ = max{|rij(t, s)| : (i, j) ∈ κ, (t, s) ∈ [a, τ ]× [a, τ ]}.








If ni = 1 then obviously this inequality is valid. Using this inequality and the
elementary inequality (α+ β)ni ≤ 2ni−1(αni + βni), where α, β ≥ 0, we obtain
the estimate



























Pi = Mτ + 2
ni−1Kniτ |μ|, Qi = 2ni−1Lniτ .
From this inequality we obtain
‖x(t)‖m = max
1≤i≤m





H(u) = max{γ(u)n1 , γ(u)n2 , . . . , γ(u)nm},
γ(u) = max{γij(u) : (i, j) ∈ κ}, u ≥ 0,
P = max{P1, P2, . . . , Pm}, B = max{Nτ , bQ}, Q = max{Q1, Q2, . . . , Qm},
b = max{(τ − a)n1−1, (τ − a)n2−1, . . . , (τ − a)nm−1}.






≤ Ω(P ) +B(t− a), u0 = ‖x(a)‖m, t ≥ a.
(16)
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However this is the contradiction because the limit of the right-hand side of the
inequality (16) as t → τ− is finite. 
Example 1 Let the assumption (1) of Theorem 7 is satisfied, where n1 = n2 =
. . . nm = 2 and γij(u) = γ(u) = ln(2 + u), u ≥ a = u0 ≥ 0. Then the function













(2 + σ) ln(2 + σ))
= ∞. (17)
Thus the assumptions of Theorem 7 are satisfied. Therefore the system (7) has
no solution blowing-up solution.
5 Concluding remarks
Let us mention papers in which some fixed point theorems in Banach algebras
are applied to integral equations. These fixed point theorems differ from our













u(t, s, x(s) ds, x(β(t))
)
, t ∈ [0, a]
(18)
is solved in the Banach algebra C[0, a] by applying a fixed point theorem for
the product S = P.T of operators in Banach algebra E proved in the paper [3].
It is assumed there that the operators P, T satisfy the Darbo condition, i. e.
μ(SX) ≤ kμ(X) for each X ∈ ME - a family of all nonempty and bounded
subsets of E, where μ : ME → R+ is a regular measure of noncompactness
and k is a positive constant with respect to μ. It is also assumed there that
P and T transforms continuously a nonempty, bounded, convex and closed set
Ω ⊂ C[a, b] into C[a, b] in such a way that P (Ω) and T (Ω) are bounded and that
there are positive constants k1, k2 such that ‖P (Ω)‖k2 + ‖T (Ω)‖k1 < 1. Under
these conditions the operator S has at least one fixed point in Ω. Our theorem













u(t, s, x(s)) ds
)
, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, (19)











Ri1(t, s, x(s)) ds, (20)











Ri2(t, s, x(s)) ds, a ≤ t ≤ b. (21)
This type of equations differs from those in the system (7) by the upper bound
of the integral in the second terms which is constant. However an analogous
result to Theorem 4 can be formulated and its proof is almost the same as the
proof of our theorem.
We remark that another type of fixed point theorem in Banach algebras
(Furi–Pera type fixed point theorems) are proved in [6] and they are applied in
the proof of an existence theorem for some scalar functional-integral equations
which are in an multiplicative form as the equation (19).
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